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Instructions:
1. Write your seat number and enrollment number in the space provided on the question Paper.
2. Use of programmable and communication aids are strictly prohibited.
3. Figures to the right indicate full marks.
4. This question paper contains FIVE questions. Attempt all.
5. Student is not allowed to leave the examination hall during first and last thirty minutes.
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Answer the following questions. (Any SEVEN)
Who invented holography? What does it mean?
What was Pele thinking before taking a penalty kick?
Why do scientists use special words?
How did Behrman save Johnsy’s life?
Why do some routine factory accidents take place?
Why do entrepreneurs avoid low-risk and high-risk situations?
How long did Rip Van Winkle sleep? Who found him first when he woke up?
What was Denis accused of? What punishment was he given?
Give two examples of special words used by the scientists.
Why did the astrologer leave his native town?
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Answer the following questions. (Any FOUR)
Why was Rene booed by the spectators?
What is a system supervisor?
Who was Johnsy’s friend?
Where did Rip Van Winkle sleep?
Who was Behrman?
Answer the following questions. (Any FOUR)
How does the scientist get his special words?
What do entrepreneurs use as guidelines?
What is a sensor camera?
Is Denis really guilty of the charge he is facing?
What is a robot?
Write a short note on any ONE.
The language of science
Heat wave camera
Write a dialogue on any one:
Preparation of examination
Activities during the coming vacation
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(a) Do as directed. (Any THREE)
1. Though he is old, he can run fast. [use but]
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If you walk fast, you can catch the bus. [use unless]
She lives in a town. [rewrite the sentence using simple past tense]
Please, open the window. [use would]
There is a book on the table. [make plural]
Fill in the blanks using proper determiners given in the brackets. (Any THREE)
______Mahabharat is a holy book of the Hindus.(a, an, the)
How ______work is still left? (Many, Much, some)
The paper was very difficult, only ______ students will pass. (a little, a few, little)
Ramesh is ______ B.S.C. student. (a, an, the)
Fill in the blanks using proper modal auxiliary. (Any FOUR)
______God bless you. [may, should]
We______obey our parents. [would, should]
______you please, give me your address? [may, would]
If you want to pass, you______work hard. [must, could]
______we play cricket now? [shall, must]
Fill in the blanks using proper verb forms. (Any FOUR)
I______coffee everyday. [take]
Listen, he______a song. [sing]
She______a story last month. [publish]
The president______in the city every month. [come]
Alice______to the fair tomorrow.. [go]
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Fill in the blanks using proper preposition. (Any THREE)
What is the time______your watch?(by, in)
The show begins______a short time.(in, at)
I shall meet you______7 pm.(on, at)
Do not park your car______my gate.(on, in front of)
Join the following sentences using proper connector given in the brackets. (Any FOUR)
He failed. He was crying. [so, but]
I cannot donate blood. My weight is only 40 kg. [and, because]
Come on time. I will punish you next time. [otherwise, since]
You should work hard. You want to pass. [if though]
Tagore is the only Indian poet. He got the Nobel prize. [whom, who]
Change the following sentences into Passive Voice.
Rekha broke a cup yesterday.
I have scolded him.
She will buy a toy tomorrow.
My father takes tea.
She is cleaning the kitchen.
We should follow the traffic rules.
They invited me for lunch.
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(a) Read the passage and answer the questions:
Internet has made things easily accessible and our lives very easy and comfortable. It is
with us 24 X 7. Internet can be our travelling guide. One can obtain satellite picture of the
place one intend to visit. It can provide the map of the place also. One can get information
about latest news of the place, food, weather, things to be carried, currency, places to eat,
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places to live, places to see or visit and precautions to be taken. Internet can also help in
academics. Students can access sources like multivolume books, encyclopedias, reference
books, case study etc.
Internet has some disadvantages also. Some people can steal the personal information like
bank account no., credit card no., e-mail address and misuse it. Surfing for long hours
creates RSI (Repetitive Stress injury). It weakens the eyesight and disturbs bio- rhythm.
Internet is a powerful tool and its appropriate use can make you earn and learn a lot but at
the same time caution needs to be exercised in its use.
1. How long is internet with us?
2...What can one obtain from internet?
3. What information can one get about the place one intends to visit?
4. How can internet help the students?
5. What kind of personal information can one steal from the internet?
6. What is RSI?
7. Give suitable title to the passage.
(b) Abridge the above passage into one third of its length.

***********
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